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A spectrum of health tourism
Table 5.1 uses some of the dimensions
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A Spectrum of Health Tourism.
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The holidays which take place within these environments would in
some cases, be radicalty different from one another. There is little connection between a spa which deals specifically with physical or medical
problems using water treatments and a spiritual retleat which focuses on
meditation for the mind and soul. Depending on motivation, life-stage,
and interests, tourists will select the form of wellless required, and this
could be purely physical with a focus on sports and fìtness; medical with
a focus on the treatment of disease or surgery; mental or psychological
with a focus on life-coaching or mind-control; relaxing and pampering in
a luxury spa; entertâining and recreational in a purpose-built water park;
or meditational arLd spiritual in a retreat.
It was, however, argued earlier in the book that wellness should
focus on the balance of body, mind, and spirlt if oPtimum health is to be
gained. Kelly and Smith (2008) suggest that it is urìÌikely that the majority of visitors would be attracted by all domains of wellness simultaneously. Nevertheless, they ârgue that only holistic letreat centres attempt
to provide visitors with the whole spectrum of welhless activities (excePt
perhaps medical treatments). The concept of holistic tourism suSgests
wholeness and integration, implying that aÌl of the dirnensions of wellness could or should be included in the product. Unfortunately, one of
the main barriers to optimum wellness, both in terms of lifestyle and holidays, is lack of time ald money. Ironically, staying well is time-consuming
aîd expensive, and the majority of people often cannot afford this Ìuxury.
It is also important to recognize which aspects of the self need attention
at different stages of one's life. There are times when the physical body
may need more attention (e.g. during illness or recuPeration), but at other
times, the mind (e.g. during times of occuPational stless). SPirituality can
help us to trânscend both physical and psychoÌogical problems, but it is
arguably the hardest aspect to cultivate, especially in secular societies. For
this reasorL the tourism industry is increasingly lecognizing the need for
segmentation uithin t}te well¡ress market (discussed in more detail in the
following chapter), and a clear differentiation of Products is needed.
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The Body-Mind-Sp¡rit

Spectrum in Health Tourism,
Soulre: Sm¡th and Puczkó.

It is interesting to consider that guests can use services in a direct or an
indirect way. Dtuect would mean that they intentionally participate in an
activity or looking for treatment, whereas an indirect way would be when
they are 'iust' sitting in thermal water, enjoy clirnate, or participating in Tai
Chi for the fust time ever. This differentiation can lead us to think that the
spectrun of dernand and supply in health tourism can range from 'softcore' to 'hardcore', where softcore would mainly refer to spontaneous and
hardcore to intentional decisions. It is not unknown that guests ftom both
ends of the spectrum carL be in the same place at the same time (Figure 5.1).
This cal leave management with serious problems (we will discuss these
issues in Chapter Nine).

Spa tourism

Tourism which focuses on the relaxatjon or healing of the body
using mainly water-based treatments; such as, mineral or thermal
pools, steam rooms; and saunas. Emphas¡s tends to be focused on
curing, rehabilitating, or resting the body.

Spa tourism is arguably the best known form of weÌLness tourism and is
sometimes treated as being s¡monymous with wellness tourism. ISPA (2007)
defines spas as 'places devoted to enhancing overall well-being through a
variety of professional services that encourage the renewal of mind, body
and spirit'. ISPA also defines the key elements of the spa experience:

ê Relax (e.9. stress maÎagement)
{, Reflect (e.9. meditation)
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ê Revitalize (e.g. energy and reiuvenation)
o Rejoice (e.g. happiness and entertainment)

It is difficult to distinguish between spas and more general forms of
wellless (e.g. holistic retreats); however, it also shows clearly the diverslty
of the spa sector. There are now numetous sub-sectors within spa tourism
arLd it is no longer enough simply to use the label 'spa' ald assume that
tourists will know what to expect. Perceptions ùffer greafly, for example,
tourists in Cenhâ1 and Eastern EuroPe are very farnfiar with the concePt
of historic medical spas, whereas other visitors (e.g. from the United States
or United Kingdom) would expect something similar to a beauty saÌon.
Spas are now of a highly compÌex and diverse nature. This diverse
nature starts with the name and its likely meanings. Battu bano, bad,
therme/terme, grotto, spa, kúpele, furdó - al1 mean a thermal water-based
spa, in various languages. The translation of the name from the original
language often uses the term 'spa', but these establishments are not really
always spas. Furthermore, their complexity lies in the fact that alnost any
service provider with some kind of health-oriented services can and does
call itself a spa. Spas may differ widely in terms of what they offer, thât is
their services or treatment supply, however, they have one thing in common, which is the asptuation to improve health and well-being. Most spas
have some form of water-based treatments; however there is a difference
between mineraf thermal, arLd healing waters:

*

"
*

Minerøl watersi 7t has at least the set âmount of dissolved mineral content which is minimum 500mg/1or 1000mg/l
Thermal uatersi r.atL:l,¡al waters that are at least 30'C or 32"C at source
(this can vâry counhy by country)

Healing uaters- t]¡.e healing effects have

to be

proven, that is

evidence-based

The International Spa Association (ISPA,2007) has defined the 'ten
domains of SP,{ or segments of the industry

as:

1. 'The Waters'
2. Food, nourishment, diet, and nutrition
3. Movement, exercise, and fitness
4. Touch, massage, and bodywork
5. Mind/bodylspirit
6. Aesthetics, skin care, natural beauty agents
7. Physical space, climatology, global ecology
8. Social/cultural arts and values, spa culture
9. Maragement, marketing, and operations
10. Time, Rhythm, and Cycles

Not every spa contains every domain. The rejuvenation of the

spa

concept has generated several attemPts to categorize sPas. Since ihe
modem concept of spas was established in the United States, one of the
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most comprehensive categorizations comes from the Intemational Spa
Association (ISPA" 2007 and the Spafinder Magazine, 2007):

ø

Club spa - is a laclity offering primarily fitness services as well as a few other
services rendered to daiÌy users normally by spas in the broader serse;

Drry spø - is a facility offering beauty, fitness, and wellness progtams
" without

accommodation; arrd the duration of services varies between an

full day;
- a spa offering hotel accommodation a¡Ld normálly several
days of all inclusive programs designed to ensure physical, spiritual,
hour arrd

a

,u Spa hotel

and mental balance;

6 Holistic spa - a spa that offers alternative therapy and diet (for instance,
vegetariary or macrobiotic cuisine) in an effort to make positive adtustments to the mindset of guests;
ø Medical spa - is a facility that offers traditional and complementary therapeutic and heaÌth protection treatment as well as other spa services
and may also include health institutions;
ø Bath - a spâ constructed to utilize natural mineral, medicinal, or sea
water located on site by offering hydrotherapy to guests;
õ Resort spa - a tesort in a remote location of beautiful natural setting normally detached from civilizatiory offering a wide array of well¡Less services and programs in an all inclusive arrangement to guests;
4 Sport spß - an establishment offering spa services and special sports programs (the latter could range from golf through skiing arrd ãnghng to
training for running the Marathon);
'þ Structured spø - an establishment operating by strict rules, which offers
guests the chance to attain a specific obiective (e.g. weíght loss).
ISPA represents the North American approach to spas. Based on their
estimations the largest spa category (in North America) is the day spa (with
some 13,300 spas). However, in Europe the same nâme 'spa'has a very different meaning. As the European Spa Association (ESPA, 2007) declares:
The European Spø Assocíation's objectiae is to promote spas and balneology in Europe and to take cøre that the nøturøl remedies based on
mineral water, landscøpe ønd climøte zaill be aaailable to as great n
number of citizens and aisitors as possible.

This objective is very much based on natural heâling assets, especially healing waters while the North America¡r definition lays its roots
in health in a much wider context. Having more fhan 1,200 spas and
health resorts in Europe (estimated by ESPA, 2006), many of which are
medically respected health centres; these spas do have a somewhat narrower orientation, that is to provide physicaÌ healing to visitors who are
often called patients. For example, historical medical spas in Centrâl ând
Eastern Europe have a medical practitioner who oversees the care given
to guests and toutists, many of whom visit based on a prescription from
their doctor, and whose trip may then be funded by holiday vouchers.
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Many European spas have natuÌal, medical waters which are used for treating certain conditions such as locomotion or circulatory disorders. According
to ESPA (2006) the following resources can qualify as culative assets:

with medicinal water for therâPeutic
"ó Springs
Healing gases

use

o Spas, spa facilities, and health resorts at the seaside
o Peloids in spas, health resorts, and spa facilities
o Bioclimatic/healing climate

.

Kneipp therapy

lncreasingly, purpose-built destination spas are becoming more popular
in Europe as they are ifi the United States and elsewhere. These are mailly
recreational or leisure-orientated and may combine water-based treatments wlth fitness and nutritional Programmes, even including occuPational wellless workshops. There is a new trend, especially in Central and
South America, of adventure spas that are located in remote ald tranquil
locations and base thelr services on outdoor and adventurous activities as
well as 'standard' wellness treatments and pools.
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Leisure and recreational tourism
Of the many different spa types, although leisure (spa) tourism, by definition is not really part of health tourism, it should be briefly discussed.
Although one can argue that leisure spas (e.g. fun waters, or even aqua
a very distant relationship to health tourism, these facilities are
forming an integral part of the supply. Leisure spas usually provide attractions and services to the whole family The sepaÌated sections target kids
with slides, baby pools a¡rd other fu¡ elements, arLd parents with silent rest
areas and pools, sauna parþ and heatment sections. Most of the time, families with kids are not welcome in any health operatiorL since kids are not
allowed to use the faciìities, and families carnot necessarily pay the high
entrance prices of luxury spas or spa hotels. This can leave a large segment out from health tourism. Leisure facilities in spas therefore often rnix
leisure guests from the local area as well as tourists, who can visit the spa
especially. For example the FI2O child oriented spa and hotel in Aushia
was buiÌt by the jurLction of the main motorway, in close proximity to three
major medical and wellness destinations, in which kids are not allowed.
With this development the region has become more competitive since it can
give rnore to more segments. The Tropical Islands (near Berlin, Germany)
wanted to create a stand-alone attraction wiih imitating a Tropical environment with pools, rabforest, beachfront, a¡d Thai ald lndonesian architecture, under the roof of a former ai¡ balloon (Zeppelin) hangar
Leisure spas are typical representatives of themed attractions, since
the major pool area is always following an Asiary PoÌynesian, or
Mediterranean theme, for example. Kids love the pfuate boat ald parents
also enjoy the exotic fauna and architecture. Leisure spas are like weI¡ess
supermarkets, except medical treatments they can provide something for
the whole family.

parks) have

Thalasso tourísm
Tourism that provides attractions by and services based on the sea
Water, algae, and salt are all used in the products.

In 16th century France King Henry III was advised by his doctor to
take seawater treatments, and in 1750 the Englishman Richard Russell
published his 'Dissertation on the Use of Sea Water in Affections of the
Glands', thanks to whose success he wâs appointed physician to the royal
household. After this time, seawater cures became wideþ accepted as
being beneficial, and Thalassotherapy was founded in France in the late
1950s by Louison Bobet, a very popular champion who won the Tour de
France several times. Today, there are around 70 Thalasso Centres along
the French coast, mostly but not only on the Atlantic. Thalassotherapy
cafl technically be found alywhere where there is a seacoast, but the most
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popular destinations seem to be France, Spain, Ireland, and increasingly
North Africa and the Middle East (e.g. Dead Sea resorts).
Thalassotherapy comes from the Greek word for 'sea', and refers to a
variety of treatments that use seawater and seaweed to revitalize the
body ald skin, to tone, moisturize, ald improve circulation. Algae, rnud,
sea salt, and sand are also used in various treatments such as wraps and
exfoliation scrubs. It is thought that seawater contains more than 80 basic
elements in the same proportions that our cells need in order to remain
balanced and whole, making it a highly beneficial medicine for supplying the body with essential minerals. It cân be ionized with negative ions
and then i¡haled or sprayed. Thalassotherapy centres offer various packages, including ulderwater showers, mud baths, massage, seaweed, mud
and algae wraps. Different forms of thalassotherapy have different effects,
heþing visitors to relax, including improving sleep quality; muscles can
be toned; skin can be cleansed, toned, and moisturized; cellulite cal be
minimized. In addition, there âre medical benefits, such as boosting the
immune system, helping with circulatory problems, respiratory conditions, post-traumatic disorders, or chronic inflamrnations.
Talaso Pontiente (2007), a Thalassotherapy Cenhe in Gijon in Spain,
describes a typical day in their centre:
Your day begins with a wølk ølong the beach folloued by your Jirst
seøuater and seaweed baths. Then comes a session in either the dry
sauna or the steam bãth, after which you do some light exercise and
receiz:e a beøuty tre&tment. A break for lunch in one of our aørious
restaurants, which serce dishes to suit eoery tnste, is the only interruption in the day's health programme. This is followed by time in the
rest øreø before returning for ø seawater bath to stimuløte our body.
The next ønd fínal stage is a session of sand therapy and møssage
which combine to produce the desired effect: out muscles are strengthened, the different organs in our body øre stimulqted, and we come
out feeling toned up and

full

of energy.

Definition and Criter¡a for Thalassotherapy Drafted by the European Spas
Association
The ESPA drafted eight criteria to provide a uniform European definition of the term thalassotherapy jn order to guarantee high-qual¡ty standards and to establish the term as a
brand name. According to the ESPA's understanding thalassotherapy covers a wide spectrum, ranging from medical treatments to components of wellness programs. The term
thalassotherapy can be used only if the following definìtions and prerequìsites are met and
the following measures are offered or taken:
1. Definition: Thalassotherapy is an integrated plan for therapy, prevent¡on, and health promotion. The plan shall be implemented for defined indications under medical care and
with the participation of qualified expert staff.
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2. Therapeutic location ¡mmediately by the sea: Thalassotherapy shall be carried out
places where the marit¡me c¡imate has an immediate effect.

in

3. seawater The sea shall be used for bathing in natural waters. suitable seawater, that
is drawn locally shall be used for ¡nha¡ing and/or bathing, for example in a bathtub or a
swimming pool.
4. Marine prcducts: lt is possible to use mud or algae etc. for djfferent applications.
5. Low-allergen and clean sea at: The quality of the air must warrant that extended stays
in the open air will represent a relieving factor.
6. Heliotherapy: Natural solar radiation shall pr¡marily be used for heliotherapy. ln adverse
weather conditions artificial UV irradiation may supplement heliotherapy.
7. Exposure to the climate and motion therapyi Exposure to the climate and motion therapy shall be carried out in fixed regimens in the zone close to the shoreline.
8. Assoc¡ated health-promot¡ng measures: Associated hearth measures, emphasiz¡ng
relaxation, change of nutrition, and physical exercise shall be carried out to imprové
overall physical fitness.

(Visit European Spas, 2008b)
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Holistic tourism
Tourism that provides the visitor with a range of act¡v¡ties and/or
treatments which are aimed at balancing the body-mind-spirit.
A holistic retreat may be defined as a purpose-built centre which accom-

modates its guests for the purpose of learning/improving body-mindspirit activities (e.g. yoga, pilates) afld perhaps receiving complementary
therapies or treatments whilst there. Group programming of classes is the
norm. A retreât will usually have no other t'?e of tourism,/visitol activity besides that of a holistic natu¡e. Table 5.2 gives an example of a rypical holistic retreat centre programrne and the ways in which rnost of the
domains of wellless are included.

Table

5.2

A typical Programme in a Holistic Relreat Centre.

6.30 a.m. to

I

a.m. to 9

I a.m.

a.m.

a.m.
10 a.m. to 11 a.m.

9 a.m. to

1O

11 a.m. to 12.30

p.m.

Act¡v¡ty

Wellness Doma¡n(s)

Yoga

Phys¡cal, mental, sp¡r¡tual

BreaKast and Demos

meeting)

(Community

Karma Yoga (e.9. do¡ng

tasks)

Co-listening
Course 1 (e.9. dance, pa¡nt¡ng,

lnteraction, soc¡aliz¡ng
commun¡cation
Altruism, commun¡ty-building
lnteract¡on, communication

creat¡ve Self-expression, creat¡vity, fun

wr¡ting, sing¡ng)

p.m. Lunch
Free t¡me
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
4 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. Course 2 (e.9. l¡fe-coaching, dream
workshop, relationsh¡ps)
p.m.
p.m.
Dinner
5.30
to 7
'12.30 p.m. to 2

(Kelly & Sm¡th, 2008)

lnteract¡on, soc¡al¡zing
Creating personal space, relaxatìon
Psychology, ¡nteraction,

communicat¡on
lnteraction, social¡z¡ng, fun
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This fairþ intensive programrne almost represents a microcosm of
in which participants try to achieve a balarLce of activities as well as sociaìizing and relaxing. Experience suggests that it caft be
exhausting to try to achieve this balance every day, arLd few can aspire to
this! On the other hand, we can be strong in several domains in parallel,
especially where there is a proven link between domains (e.g. physical
everyday life,

exercise can irnprove mood arLd decrease depression).

A comprehensive collation of data on holistic tourism operâtors

was

undertaken as part of Smith and KelÌy's (2006) research. Over 450 operators were identified using various search terms related to the sector.

Many of these were located in the United Kingdom, Spain, Greece, and
Turkey, but a growing number were identified all over the world (e.g. in
Australasia a¡rd the Americas, as welÌ as much of Europe). The average
cost of a holistic holiday was Ê520 (about 800 EUROs) and the average
capacity of a centre was 16. The following case studies contrast the highly
organized retreat centres identified in Smith and Kelly's (2006) research
and the more 'ad hoc' destinations where holistic activities take place.
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Yoga and meditation tour¡sm
Yoga and meditation could be said to be sub-sectors of holistic tourism but also of spiritual tourism. Iyengar (1989) once said that 'yoga

is not a religion but is meant for individual growth and for physical
emotional, intellectual, and spiritual balance'. Yoga arLd meditation are
practices, which are ideally integrated into everyday life, but many people first discover them as part of a holistic holiday. There are many different forms of yoga, but the most popular forms currentÌy found in
retreat cenkes are hatha yoga with an emphasis on asanas (physical
postures), breathing and meditation, and ashtanga yoga, which is more
dynamic and requires physical strength to move from posture to posture in a pre-set sequence of an hour and a half. The latter requires
much more knowledge of yoga whereas hatha yoga is suitable for beginners. Other forms of yoga arc increasingly becoming popuÌar, especially
with more expert practitioners, but it is more likely that yoga is hybridized or merged with other forms of activiry for example, Tai Chi Pilates,
or dalce.

Yoga was initially very popular in ttre 1960s and 1970s in Westem
Europe when the hippie movement was at its peak and more spiritual
practices, especiaþ from lndia were embraced. In the 1980s and 1990s it
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seemed that an aetobic fitness craze took over, but in recent years, yoga
has been increasing in

popularity once again, not leâst because of celebrity

endorsement, for example Madonna, Sting and Spice Girl Geri. As stated

by Hardy (2002):
Yoga has returned to the limelight, coinciding nicely with modern
man's feeling of spiritual emptiness and plrysical exhaustion, arria-

ing just in time to rescue us from darkness in our higher charkas and
rigidity in our lower backs. The image of lumpy lrotørds and boiled
cabbage community centre classes is gone, rElaced by a lean new aersinn. Yoga hns been repackaged as ø mentøI ønd physical suraiaal kit

for

the neu millennium-

It is sometimes difficult for many Westerners to grasp that yoga is not
a fitness routine, but instead a spiritual practice which can lead to selfknowledge and create harmony with others and the world around us. It
is also considered to be a form of meditatiort indeed Raja yoga is a form
of yoga where there are no physical postures, only breathing and visualization techniques. Other popular forms of meditation include Buddhist
meditation or Trarscendental meditatiory which are being increasingly
sought by stressed out Westerners wanting to achieve peace and calm
in their lives. However, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between
a holisiic or spiritual retreat and a yoga holiday According to yoga
Holidays (2007):

A

yoga holiday is primarily an qcti.a¡ty holidøy. The time deroted
daily to yoga usuølly won't exceed four hours, in one, or possibly
two daily cløsses, and you will høzse time for othet øctit)ities or just
to relax nnd chill out. The locøtion should rcfLect this, with ø beach

or other notable nttractions nearby. The atmosphere is often reløxed,
it is usually a grea.t opportunity to meet othü tike-minded
people. On a retrea.t, on the other hand, the yoga schedule is likely
to be more intense, possibly including some meditøtion, times of
silence, etc. The main focus is no longer to enjoy yourself on holiday, but to deEen your yoga practice. Again, the choice of location
should reJlect this, with a quiet, possibly remote location. Retreats
should be fully residential, the food aegetarian, ønd meal times
carefully thought out to fit smoothly uithin the daily yoga routine. You wiII Jínd more 'hørd core' yogis and yoginis on retreats,
ønd the oaerall atmosphere can be quite serious, with much less
'free'time.

and

It is recommended that beginners or those who are not so serious about
yoga should opi for a yoga holiday rather than a reheat. More dedicated
aficionados tend to head for yoga cent¡es like Rishikesh in krdia.

)
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ance

the,ti

works for some people, others need a different type
of activity to clear or control their minds. It is possible to leam meditation on a holiday, but it is usually recommended that beginners spend
several days learning the basic techniques. One rather extreme version of a meditation retreat (at least for many uninitiated Westerners) is
a Vipassana silent meditation retreat offered in countries like India and
lAtrhereas yoga

Thailand.
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Spirítual tourism
Tourism that focuses on the sp¡ritual quest of the individual is leading to transcendence or enlightenment. This may or may not have a
religious affiliation, but it is often likely to include rituals, ceremonies,
and traditions that are derived from d¡fferent relig¡ons.

Spirituâl tourism can be either reìigious or secular or may combine
elements of both. It is always difficult to make a distinction between cultural tourism and religious toudsm, as many visitors to religious buildings (e.9. temples, churches, mosques, synagogues) have non-religious
motivations. The same is true of spiritual tourists who may be seekers on
a quest for enlightenment, and for whom re[gious buildings offer a calm

ffi""'i
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sanctuary in which they can feel meditative and transcend everyday life.
Those spidtual tourists who are predominantly secuÌar or disillusioned
with organized religion may journey instead to spiritual landscaPes (e.g
moultaintops, deserts, oceans). De Botton (2002) suggests that peoPle like
to comect with the universe and infinity through 'sublime' landscapes.
Others may simply attend courses which can lead to spiritual enhancement (e.9. yoga, meditatiorL chanting).
Increasingly, non-religious tourists are going on pilgrimages The pilgdmage market can attract specific reìigious tourists (e.g. Muslims to
Mecca), but increasingly it attracts a more spiritual market (e.g. Santiago de
Compostela). Pilgrimage tourism became popular during the Middle Ages,
which were marked by joumeys to holy or sacred places. The most common
destinations of the period were Santiago de Compostela, Czestochowa, and
Rome. Pilgrimage is a physical journey, which often s;.rnbolizes and reflects
the life journey of the individual (Devereux & Camegie, 2006) .
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Typolog¡es of health and wellness tourism

There is also a close connection between bathing and spiritualiry for
example, bathing was iraditionally seen as a way óf p"ritying the úody,
washing-away sins, arLd being baptized or initiated inrã a fáttt lMany cui_
tures stiU view bathing in healing waters to be a sacred or spiritual aét and
some believe that water absorbs ard accumulates the vibratory pattem of
words, healing thoughts, and intentions:

a Native Ame¡ican spiritual healers cha¡rt rþthmically and shake rattles

over water to enhance its healing properties.
Mayan Shamans place their halds above water and repeat their traditional prayers nine times to enrich and consecrate the water in which
their patients bathe.
c Roman Catholic priests make water holy by ritual blessings prayed
over it, and making the sign of the cross above the vessel contãining'the

*

water,
,9 Incan priests and priestesses

"

prayed as they immersed their hands in
water which flowed through channels and into their temples to build
up spiritual energy for ceremonial and domestic purposes.
F{uy, in the Caribbeary priests and priestesses vigõrously crush fresh
herbs into water and infuse it with the herbal and spiritual energy. They
even chew the leaves and spit into the water adding their ashe or spiritual power to the mixture.

(New Orlearrs Mistic, 2008)

Occupational wellness
Occupational wellness (or health incentive), as defined by the National
Wellness Institute (200Ð in Chapter Tìr'o focuses on the sãûsfaction and
enrichment that people receive through work. This includes attitudes to
work, the workplace and colleagues, the sense of belonging, involvement
and challenge, career ambitions, arrd personal performancã, but also the
degree to which work-life bala¡Lce is achieved. A report in the CBC News
(2007) reported that as many as 30% of Canadia¡s would say that they âre
workaholics, the characteristics of which are described as:

3 Working mote hours than average.

"¡¡ Working
ô

"

ê

more does not give a sense of accomplishment.
Feeling stressed.
Stuck in a routine.
Inability to finish 'to-do list.'
Exaggerated sense of work's role in life

We could assume that this is ûue for the majority of capitalist countries

with long working hours, therefore, the market for ociupational well-

potentially be enormous. Workshops are increãsingly being
_could
developed which focus on stress management, team building, Uátancin[
work with social life, family and other comnitments, becoming a bettei
ness
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communicator/manager,/employee, etc. Life-coaching has emelged as a
popuÌar personal and professional development technique in recent years
and involves client-focused goal setting, performance targets in business
and personal achievement contexts, stress reduction, motivation and personal empowerment. In fâct, it is now being offered at most holistic retreat
centres. Neuro-Linguistic-Programming (or NLP) is also a growing practice afld is a communication/visualization technique used to overcome
psychological blockages arrd phobias and to helP clients to achieve their
personal potential. Practitioners often offer these two techniques together
as part of a package.
It may seem somewhat paradoxical to suggest that occupational weììness holidays can be developed, as in the past, hoìidays were simply
supposed to represent a break from work! However, these days busy
managers and employees can scarcely afford to take breaks from the
workplace, and even if they do, the ubiquitous email and mobile phone
connections do not allow for total escapism. Many people have forgotten how to relax as they have lapsed into learnt patterns of workaholic
behaviour from parents, colleagues, friends, or employers. As a resulç
bum-out is becoming a more conunon Phenomenon. As documented by
Dina Glouberma¡r (2002) the founder of Skyros, the Baby-Boomer market
which is the key target market for wellless tourism is currently also the
most prone to burn-out. For this reason, she developed the Sk1'ros Centres
as discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Typologies of healft and wellness tourism

Medical tourism
Medical tourism can be defined as travel to destinations to undergo
medical treatments such as surgery or other specialist interventions.

Often health tourism is used to label medical tourism a¡rd sometimes the
other way around. Some writers have continued to use the phrase 'health
tourism' to cover all forms of health-related tourism including medical
tour:ism (e.9. Garcia-Altes, 2005), and some distinguish 'medical tou¡ism'
as involving specific medical interventions (Connell, 2006). MedicaÌ tourism, however, can have two major forms: surgical and thenpeutic. There
is a clear distinction between the two. Surgical, certainly involves certain
operation(s), whereas therapeutic means participating in healing treatments. Surgical medical tourism has been a growth sector since the 1990s
and is increasingly being assisted by the internet, agents, and brokers.
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Medical tourism has been frequentþ described as 'First World treatment
at Third World prices' as it tends to take place in locations of the world
where medical (surgical) treatment is much cheaper than in the tourists'
own conntry (e.g. lndia and Thailand). Waiting lists may also be too long
or tourists may want to recuPerate in more beautiful surroundings than
home. Sometimes certain countries are perceived as being'expert' in
medical techniques (e.g. dentistry in Hulgary or sex change operations in
Thailand), or treatment is not âvailable or illegal in ihe tourists'own country (e.g. abortion, euthanasia). As mentioned in the previous chapters, the
pressure of the media is creating a cultu¡e of self-obsession ald poor selfesteem, often to the degree that People will do anything to enJrance their
looks. This includes frequent and multiple operations to look youngel,
slirnmer, and more beautiful. In the case of celebrities and some members
of the general public, anonyrnity is also required as they do not want anyone to know that they were surgically enhanced!
In South America, countries such as Argentina, Boìivia, Brazil, and
Colombia lead on plastic surgery medical skills as their surgeons have a
wide experience of treating domestic patients. It is estimated that 1 in 30
Argentineans have had plastic surgery procedures, making this population the most operâted in the world after the United States and Mexico
(Balctu 2006). In Bolivia and Colombia, plastic surgery has become quite
common. According to the 'Sociedad Boliviana de Cirugia Plastica y
Reconstructiva', more t,t.an 70'/" of middle and upper class women in the
country have had some form of plastic surgery. Colombia also provides
adva¡ced care in cardiovascular and transplaît surgery.
There is clearly a spect¡um of medical tourism which ranges from necessary surgery for life-threatening conditions (e.g. caflcer), to more aesthetic
but sometimes necessary practices (e.g. orthodontic dentistry), to physically non-essential but psychologically boosting cosmetic surgery. Many
people are only just discovering medical tourism, as there were frequently
concerns about safety, sanítation, Professionalism, a¡rd insurance in countries like India or Africa. However, increasingly patients are being reassured that many of the institutions (e.g. hospitals and clinics) and the
techniques and equipment used are of an even higher standard thân they
are at home. For example, in the United Kingdom where the super-bug
MRSA is spreading like wildfire through hospitals and waiting lists are at
an all-time peak, marLy people are more than haPPy to take their money
and their health problems elsewhere!
There are naturally concems about destinations where medical tourism
is taking place, as it is inevitably becoming a Private-sector dominated
practice. This often means that the best doctors ald surgeons are lured
away from the public healthcare system as they can make more rnoney
from medical tourism. The most beautiful or accessible locations are being
developed for medical tourism, therefore there might also be a 'brain
drain' from rural and remote areas where medical facilities for local people are often the most needed. EthicaÌ approaches to ttre development of
medical tourism are therefore needed and governments should carefully
regulate the practice.
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Therøpeutíc medical tourkm is somehow different from surgical. It has
similar elements, that is medical check ups and diagnosis, bit its dlffer_
ence lies in the fact that it often require a iong stay oi a tepeat visit to
the
destination. Therapeutic tourism iends to u-se sóme nad:ral assets that
have a healing capaci$z This healing, however, caÍìnot take place during
one w-eekend, while dental surgery could, but requires series åf heatments
and checkups. Therapeutic trips can, however, -be of a post_operational
or recuperational nature, too, for example taking place iìL a sanatorium.
Surgical trips necessitate the avaiÌabiliq.of a cliniã år hospitaf therapeutic
trips can be based in a medical hotel. This form of medicãl tourism, inter_
estingly, can cost much less for the guest than a wellness trip, especially, if
health insura¡rce is funding it.
Medical uellness, as a cross over product, has emerged recently in some
E"I3p:rtr countries, especially in GermarLy, Stovenia] and Hungary. This
realìy is_a product halfway between mediial ¿nd well¡ess tourism, since
it provides the assurance by a specialized doctor to guests who do not
consider.themselves ill, but as people who wart to pieserve or improve
thet heâlth. Since 'softcore, wellnels visitors often chìose treâtments and
actìvities_ ra¡domly, medical wellness can provide them with
some guid_
ance and advice about what to do and hãw to do it. We c¿ìn see argu_
ments, however, that wellness visitors may not want to be associated with
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ilhÌesses at alt, and the on-site doctor and the name of the product, medical wellness, would have negative comiotations.

Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated that the health tourism sector is diverse
arLd consists of a number of sub-sectors. This is important to reaÌize for
the management and marketing of wellness facilities. It is also interesting to see how ancient traditions have been re-packaged for contemPorary lifestyles and travel experiences at the same time that new products
and services are emerging. Although it is difficult to balance all domains
of well¡ress within one holiday, many hotels, retreats, and destinations are
trying to do just that. \4/hereas in the past, this was probably just true of
holistic centres, it is becoming increasingly true of welìless hotels and spa
resorts, which offer such a wide-range of activities and services that toulists can almost create their own wellless Progrârrune according to individual needs.

